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TRAMONT: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER FOR YOU

a UCA Group Company

Find a gen-set anywhere in the world, and there’s a good chance that it is
protected by a Tramont enclosure, fueled by a Tramont tank. Tramont has been
a leading provider of diesel fuel containment systems, enclosures and gen-set packaging solutions for the standby
and prime power industries for almost 40 years. We combine our customer service skills, design expertise and
manufacturing capabilities to deliver products that set the standard for innovation, competitive pricing and quality.

RESPONSIVE, KNOWLEDGEABLE, EXPERIENCED
Products are only as good as the people who design and build them.
Tramont people have the right skills to do the job, and share a commitment
to do whatever it takes to meet our customers’ needs.
•

Sales and Customer Service: The Tramont Sales Team knows our
products and how they operate. We’re used to dealing with complex
specs and requests for proposals. And we know you expect a prompt,
accurate and complete response.

•

Engineering: Tramont has a long history serving the power
generation industry, and our engineering team continues to build on
that legacy. Our engineers understand that every detail must be taken
into consideration in order to meet your specification. Whether it is a
single fuel tank or a complex, highly customized project, we have the
tools, knowledge and experience that make it possible to design
products that match your structural and performance requirements.

•

Manufacturing: Tramont’s 175,000-square-foot facility includes
state-of-the-art fabrication, welding and lifting machinery. The shop
floor is designed for the efficient movement of work in process.
Tramont is ISO-9001 certified. All of that is important, but it’s only
part of the story. Our manufacturing team has years of experience
building tanks and enclosures, and assembling them into complete
packaged units.

TRAMONT QUALITY
Quality is not a one-time goal. It is an ongoing process that involves everything
we do that affects our customers.
Our guiding principles:
•
•
•

Always strive to eliminate wasted time, materials and labor.
Improve productivity and efficiency with a safe, orderly, well-organized
facility and a properly trained and managed workforce.
Learn from experience, and quickly make changes in materials, design,
training and processes as needed.
From top: Members of the Sales Team respond to a customer request.
Engineers work on a tank design. Welders construct a tank. Enclosure
undergoes a quality check prior to moun ng to tank.

TRAMONT AND THE UCA GROUP: In May, 2014, Tramont Manufacturing became part of the UCA Group of companies.
Headquartered in Elgin, Illinois, the UCA Group operates manufacturing and engineering companies in North America, Europe
and Asia. At Tramont we are building on our past success by drawing on the UCA Group's broad-based resources, skills,
knowledge and purchasing power.

What Tramont Manufacturing can do for you
Here is a brief look at the multiple ways Tramont can meet your needs for fuel containment systems,
enclosures, gen-set packages and more.

Day Tanks
Tramont offers three models, each available 10 to 1000 gallons. UL 142 and ULC S601 Listed.
TRX: Basic tank, no pump or motor, used as main or storage tank
TRE: Tank with pump and motor to pull fuel from main tank to supply
generator, gravity overflow
TRS: Includes System 2000 PLUS™ controller to monitor and control
pump and motor and provide alarms for various fuel level
conditions
Multiple options available, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom dimensions
10 to 350 gallon OSP seismic certification
Open or sealed containment basin with 150% or 200% of internal
TRS day tanks.
tank capacity
On TRE and TRS, various sized pumps and motors
On TRS, reverse pump return, duplex pumps, weather-resistant cover
Standard paint gloss grey, custom colors available

Sub Base Tanks
Tramont offers a wide selection of standard sizes, and can also custom
design tanks to meet your special needs. Tanks are UL 142 and ULC
S601 Listed. Sub base tanks are available 60 to 10,000-plus gallon
capacity and include a secondary containment basin. Multiple options
available, including:
•
•
•
•

Fire-rated UL 2085 Listed
Day tank configuration
Spill/fill box
Diamond plate tank surface

•
•

Sub base tanks ready for shipment from Tramont.

Isolator skirt to close gap between
gen-set and tank
Standard paint gloss black, custom
colors available

Main Tanks
For above-ground applications where larger fuel capacity is required or as a
main fuel tank for a day tank. Custom-designed cylindrical and rectangular
tanks are UL 142 Listed. Also available as UL 2085 fire-rated and with day
tank controller.

Mobile Power
Tramont POWERTRAK™ trailers provide an onboard fuel source for mobile
standby power applications. Trailers meet D.O.T. standards. Order as a
stand alone unit, or packaged with your gen-set and enclosure. Standard
features include DOT/ICC lighting with six-pole connector plug; adjustable
height pintle/ball hitch; adjustable front jack stand and two adjustable rear
jack stands; heavy duty fenders coated with non-skid material on top surface;
electric all-wheel brakes; tie-down brackets for shipping. Multiple options
available, including single, dual or triple axle design.
Trailer as stand alone unit
and as part of a complete
gen-set/enclosure package.

Cylindrical main tanks.

Walkways
Custom-designed configurations make it easy for service personnel to
safely access elevated sections of the tank, enclosure and gen-set.
Steel, stainless steel or galvanized construction. Offerings include:
•

Walkways: Provide pathway to elevated doors. Designed to OSHA
guidelines. Corner, dual or walk around models. Cantilevered or
free standing design.

•

Platform: Staircase with attached support surface allows access to
elevated, outward-opening doors, designed to OSHA guidelines.

•

Staircase: Provide access to elevated control panels/breakers.

Staircase and pla*orm installed between two
gen-sets.

Enclosures
Tramont POWERHOUSE™ enclosures help protect your tank and genset from the elements and help prevent unauthorized access. Durable
powder-coat texture finish in a selection of 12 standard colors. Includes
stainless steel hardware. Bolt-together construction makes it easy to
repair or replace panels. Enclosures can be designed to accept internal
or external silencers. Pitched roof directs water away from unit. Multiple
options available, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom colors
Weather-protective design offers protection from wind, rain, snow,
ice, sun and debris
Sound-attenuated design offers protection from elements and
provides noise reduction to customer specifications
Steel, stainless steel, galvaneal or aluminum construction
Wind certification to customer specifications
IBC (International Building Code) certification

Sub base tank/enclosure package with
staircase and walkway.

Gen-set Packaging
Tramont will assemble your gen-set into a complete package that may
include a tank, lift base, weather-protective or sound-attenuated
enclosure and walkway, all designed to your specifications. Tramont
can accommodate virtually any size gen-set. The completed unit can
be shipped anywhere, ready for installation.

A sub base tank is moved into posi on prior to
moun ng of the enclosure at the Tramont
Heavy Li) Facility.

Parts and Accessories
Tramont offers an extensive selection of parts and accessories for day
tanks, sub base tanks, trailers and enclosures. If we built the product, we
can supply the replacement part or upgrade kit.

Tramont has parts and accessories for all of its products.
Pictured is a selec on of day tank components.
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